Ewa Schmeidel

ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR OF SOLUTIONS OF DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS
To simplify formulae we use the conventional assumption that the void sum is equal to zero and the void product is equal to one, that is k k yj °> n y i
Instead of lim«-^ y n = K we shall write y n = K + o(l). From assumption (1) it follows that there exists n-i E N such that a n < e for any n > ri2. Let n\ -min{ra2 € N : a n > e}. Further let be a Banach space of bounded sequences x = with the norm ||a:|| = sup n>1 |£ n |.
Denote by T -T(K,n\)
the set of sequences x = € loo such that
where I n = [K -a n ,K + a n ] and observe that I n C I for each n>n\. The closedness of the set T will be shown by the examination that the set loo \ T is open. Let's take a sequence h = {hi}^ £ T. Then hk ^ K for an index k < n\ or hk £ Ik for an index k > n\. Thus one can find £\ > 0 such that K £ (hk -£i,hk + £\) or Ik f) (hk -£i,hk + £i) = 0, respectively. Let B(X,£i) denote £\-neighbourhood of arbitrarily chosen point x in the space Zoo. We will show that B(h,£i) fl T = 0. Let's take an arbitrary element h! = {fcj^i £ B{h,e{). Then h\ e (hi -£ U hi + ej) for every i £ N. Thus either h' k ^ K for an index k < n\ or h' k £ Ik for an index k > ni. It implies that the sequence h' together with its e\-neighbourhood is contained in ZQO \ T. This proves that the set l 00 \T is open. It is easy to check that T is a convex subset of Z^. We will prove that T is a compact subset in l 00 . Let's take any e 2 -n\ +1, is the ¿vnet on the set T. This net is finite, i.e. it consists of finite number of sequences such that their £2-neighbourhood covers the considered set. -EE Ki-
Take two arbitrary elements x = and 2 = of the set T such that ||x -z\\ < ¿3. By the assumption (1) we see that the series 
